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To name, sort and compare some common fruit and vegetable plants.

Look carefully at the plants. Can you name them using the word bank to help you?

carrot onionapple lettuce potato rhubarb
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Fruit and Vegetables

Fruit

Remember, fruits have seeds in them!

Vegetable

Sort the plants into either ‘Fruit’ or ‘Vegetable’.

Challenge!     Choose two plants to compare. Complete these sentences:

They are similar because 

They are different because 
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To name, sort and compare some common fruit and vegetable plants.

Look carefully at the plants. Can you name them using the word bank to help you?

carrot onionapple lettuce potato rhubarb

potato 

onion 

rhubarb carrot 

apple lettuce 
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blackberry garliccucumber cabbage pear tomato

cucumber 

blackberry 

pear cabbage 

tomato garlic 
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Fruit and Vegetables Answers

Fruit

Remember, fruits have seeds in them!

Vegetable

Sort the plants into either ‘Fruit’ or ‘Vegetable’.

Challenge!     Choose two plants to compare. Complete these sentences:

Answers will vary. Children may compare the type of plant, or the colour, size or shape of them. 
They may reference which plants have seeds or do not.

apple

cucumber

pear

blackberry

tomato

potato

onion

rhubarb

garlic

cabbage

lettuce
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Matching Sheet Fruit and Vegetable Plants

Cut out the names and match them to the correct plant.

fruit vegetable

Cut out these labels and use to sort the plants into either ‘fruit’ or ‘vegetable’. 

tomato blackberry onion

cabbage potato carrot

apple cucumber pear

rhubarb peas garlic
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Can you name these plants?

How are fruits and vegetables similar? How 
are they different?

Do vegetables always come from the same 
part of a plant? Explain how you know.

Can you name these plants?

How are fruits and vegetables similar? How 
are they different?

Do vegetables always come from the same 
part of a plant? Explain how you know.
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Reasoning Card 5

Can you name these plants?

 Rhubarb, garlic, blackberries, pears (remind children that the fruit and vegetables are parts of the 
whole plant). 

Do vegetables always come from the same part of 
a plant? Explain how you know.

 Vegetables can be the roots, stem, leaves or flowers of a plant. 

How are fruits and vegetables similar? How are 
they different?

 Answers will vary. Children might explain that they both grow from plants and are often eaten. Fruits 
have seeds and grow from a flower, but vegetables do not.
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